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The Committee Manager
Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee
Enquiry into environmental infrastructure
The following is submitted on behalf of the Friends of the Box Ironbark Forests
(Mount Alexander region, inc), a community group centred in Castlemaine. Our
group has a membership of 130. Its purpose is to lobby for better management of our
public bushlands, to educate the public via publication of natural history guides and
running of art and photography exhibitions, conduct of monthly walks in local bush,
and constructive interaction with public land managers. FOBIF members have had
extensive experience in planning, setting up and promoting walking trails in our
region, including the production of track guides.
For more information about FOBIF activities and policies, please consult
www.fobif.org.au
********************
Settlements in the Mount Alexander region are privileged to have easy access to good
quality bushland with very high natural and cultural heritage values. Most townships
are close to or actually adjacent to bush. This bush is heavily used for a variety of
recreational activities. In COVID times the importance of this resource has become
very obvious.
We wish to make the following brief points:
Given the emphasis on population increase in the terms of reference, we note that the
population of Victoria has increased by over a million in the last 12 years. In that
time, Parks Victoria’s staffing has remained more or less frozen at 2008 levels.
Though the situation at DELWP is more complex, given its fire control
responsibilities, we believe that as far as constructive management of bushland is
concerned the situation is similar. We urge the committee to seriously examine the
nature of funding of public land management.
Funding for public land managers is a key factor in the quality of environmental
infrastructure close to townships, for very simple reasons:
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1. Management of tracks and trails has to be quite intensive: our observation is that
road management by Parks Victoria and DELWP is often crude and destructive of
adjacent bushland. We are forced to believe that this is a consequence of using
untrained, unsupervised or simply uninformed personnel. Of course, the cure for this
is increased funding.
2. Environments near townships need very careful management for fire prevention
and mitigation: it’s not possible to light a large area ‘fuel reduction burn’ and let it do
its thing inside the fire perimenter, because proximity to houses always poses a risk,
and in any case large burned areas are a negative effect on amenity. The solution to
this is treatment in much smaller patches…which costs money.
3. Nuisance behaviours like rubbish dumping and rogue trail bike riding are on the
increase. Without a more frequent ranger presence these are bound to increase.
Ranger numbers are deplorably low. Programs like weed and pest animal control are
minimal: of course these cost money.
We have two further points:
1. Landcare groups in Castlemaine and Campbells creek have engaged in
ambitious revegetation programs over the last two decades, with spectacularly
successful results, including two widely used Creek trails. These groups need
support.
2. We support the introduction of Indigenous co management into our public
lands, and specifically the ‘Walking together’ program designed to reform the
management of Kalimna Park, adjacent to Castlemaine.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit to this enquiry.
Bernard Slattery
FOBIF Secretary
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